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INSPIRED BY THE

STANDARDS OF MANKIND

To build one of the world’s smartest sport utility vehicles, we pushed ego
aside, abandoned the familiar, even the good enough, and reimagined what
an automobile should be. And what it should be is an elegant machine
purposefully designed to encourage your endeavors.

MDX

INTERIOR / TECHNOLOGY

04

EXTERIOR / PERFORMANCE

SAFETY / ACCESSORIES / SPECS

an mdx welcome

Sensing your arrival, the MDX sets
the stage and cues the lights.

28
ADVANCED
SAFETY

18
Everything is within reach of your
hands, eyes and voice.

TOUCH-SCREEN
INTERFACE

Access and manage
multiple functions.

08

front-seat settings

Available with both heat and
ventilation, the multi-adjustable front
seats offer lumbar support and two
memory settings.

center console

Like a personal organizer
moonlighting as a
security guard, it keeps
your devices safe
and accessible.

10

11

09

second-row seating
Makes “calling shotgun”
an obsolete phrase.

Available ultrawide display and
compatible with iPod® and Xbox 360.

Now roomier and more
accessible than ever.

JEWEL EYE™
HEADLIGHTS

Bright, wide and
precisely focused,
there is nothing
quite like them in the
automotive world.

20

AERODYNAMICALLY
INCLINED

Style, fuel efficiency and tranquility—
courtesy of the wind tunnel.

exterior COLOR SELECTOR
Decisions, decisions, decisions.
All of them correct.

HIDDEN
STORAGE

21

INTERIOR COLOR SELECTOR

Music’s soul mate.

AcuraLink®
THE NEXT
GENERATION

Stay connected
and informed.

15
16

SPECIFICATIONS

23

31

QUIET, EXHILARATING RIDE
At home on the freeway or a
twisting, mountain road, the MDX
handles like a sports car with the
manners of a luxury sedan.

290 horsepower, 267 lb-ft of torque
(SAE net) and a class-leading
EPA Fuel Economy Ratings.

24

SUPER HANDLING
ALL-WHEEL DRIVETM
Available high-performance handling in
dry conditions and extra confidence
in the wet weather.

Graystone, Eucalyptus
Parchment and Ebony.
Every one of them exquisite..

AUDIO SYSTEM

Make it personal
with genuine Acura
accessories.

By the numbers.

25

What will you
store there?

30

ACCESSORIES

12

13

14

Beauty and utility can
happily coexist.

3.5L i-VTEC® ENGINE

SECOND-ROW
ENTERTAINMENT

third-row
functionality

FORM AND FUNCTION

06
07

THE EXECUTIVE’S CHAIR

Next Generation ACE™ construction,
a reinforced cabin, active safety
systems and more.

driver assists

Assistive technology helps see
what the driver does not and can
also help take corrective action.

26

SHOPPING TOOLS

Explore the MDX, build and price
or have a dealer contact you.

32
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MDX shown with Technology Package and Accessory Roof Rails

NICE TO SEE YOU AGAIN
Approach the MDX with the key in your
pocket, and it initiates a welcome sequence
worthy of an honored guest.

01

02

03

04

REMOTE START

LED PUDDLE LIGHTS

COMFORT SEQUENCE

ON YOUR WAY

Use the key fob to start the
engine from up to 328 feet away.
In addition to warming up the
engine, it adjusts interior climate
to a perfect 72 and sunny.
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NICE TO SEE YOU AGAIN
Approach the MDX with the key in your
pocket, and it initiates a welcome sequence
worthy of an honored guest.

01

02

03

04

REMOTE START

LED PUDDLE LIGHTS

COMFORT SEQUENCE

ON YOUR WAY

In a dark parking lot, the
Technology Package allows a
welcoming glow to emanate from
the side mirror, illuminating the
door, handle and ground below.
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NICE TO SEE YOU AGAIN
Approach the MDX with the key in your
pocket, and it initiates a welcome sequence
worthy of an honored guest.

01

02

03

04

REMOTE START

LED PUDDLE LIGHTS

COMFORT SEQUENCE

ON YOUR WAY

As you touch the handle, the
driver's door unlocks and blue
ambient light radiates from
within. The driver’s seat and
climate control automatically
adjust to your preferred settings.
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NICE TO SEE YOU AGAIN
Approach the MDX with the key in your
pocket, and it initiates a welcome sequence
worthy of an honored guest.

01

02

03

04

REMOTE START

LED PUDDLE LIGHTS

COMFORT SEQUENCE

ON YOUR WAY
By the time you’re in your seat,
the engine's warmed up, your
customized audio, navigation
and phone settings are engaged,
and you’re ready to go.

MDX INTERIOR

ENTRY POINT

TO A WORTHWHILE
RELATIONSHIP

CONTENTS
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command and control
It’s a private, first-class cabin reserved for your family,
colleagues and, when needed, a few members of your
kid’s soccer team. With perfectly placed controls and
effortlessly viewable monitors, your passengers might
respectfully refer to you as Captain.
MDX shown with Advance Package
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steering wheel
Tri-spoke, leather-wrapped and
satisfyingly stocky, the MDX
steering wheel feels familiar, like
it was designed for your hands
alone. No wonder it so easily
translates your desires into action.

steering wheel controls
With a few simple movements, you can activate
audio options and voice recognition, and more
technical systems like available Lane Keeping
Assist System (LKAS)59 and Adaptive Cruise
Control (ACC) with low-speed follow53. Use the
rotary controls to scroll the Multi-Informational
Display (MID) or adjust the music volume. Left
and right toggles add even more functionality.
Your thumbs have rarely wielded greater power.

command and control
It’s a private, first-class cabin reserved for your family,
colleagues and, when needed, a few members of your
kid’s soccer team. With perfectly placed controls and
effortlessly viewable monitors, your passengers might
respectfully refer to you as Captain.
MDX shown with Advance Package
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YOUR INPUT

is APPRECIATED

The Acura On Demand Multi-Use DisplayTM (ODMDTM) is the definitive
touch-screen interface. Featuring a hand-level screen that is separate
from the eye-level display-only screen, the ODMDTM has been
designed for even greater functionality and ease of use. The system
lets you manage audio, climate, navigation (if equipped) and vehicle
information from intuitively positioned buttons.

climate control
audio sources
shortcuts
navigation

MDX shown with Technology Package
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YOUR INPUT

is APPRECIATED

The Acura On Demand Multi-Use DisplayTM (ODMDTM) is the definitive
touch-screen interface. Featuring a hand-level screen that is separate
from the eye-level display-only screen, the ODMDTM has been
designed for even greater functionality and ease of use. The system
lets you manage audio, climate, navigation (if equipped) and vehicle
information from intuitively positioned buttons.

climate control
audio sources
shortcuts
navigation
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overview
climate control

close X

Touch-screen buttons control almost all climate
functions. Finding your sweet spot is only a few touches
away. You can also operate the system with voicecommand or traditional dashboard-mounted controls.

audio sources
shortcuts
navigation
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tri-zone
climate control

close X

Your front and rear passengers can
choose their own climate. And you can
monitor it all from the ODMD screen.

audio sources
shortcuts
navigation
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GPS-LINK
climate control

close X

FPO

The available navigation system10 keeps a
close eye on the sun—tracking its position
relative to the vehicle and adjusting the
temperature in all three climate zones.

audio sources
shortcuts
navigation
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pandora
climate control

close X

Stream Pandora®45 from your compatible
smartphone and navigate stations using
the MDX audio controls.

audio sources
shortcuts
navigation
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SIRIUSXM SATELLITE RADIO AND HD RADIO®
climate control

close X

Whatever you want—music, sports, news
and talk—or whatever you need—weather
and traffic—access it on SiriusXM® Satellite
Radio4 and HD Radio®.

audio sources
shortcuts
navigation
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aha
climate control

close X

With the AhaTM app on your smartphone,
your favorite web content is organized
into personalized radio stations and easily
accessible from the audio controls.

audio sources
shortcuts
navigation

MDX shown with Technology Package
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usb
climate control

close X

Can’t find anything on the radio? Plug
your iPod®8 or flash drive into the easily
accessible USB7 port and operate it with
the MDX audio controls.

audio sources
shortcuts
navigation
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bluetooth Streaming AUDIO

close X

Who needs wires? Well, you certainly
won’t. The Bluetooth®11 streaming audio
system finds the music apps on your
smartphone and transmits them with
digital clarity.

climate control
audio sources
shortcuts
navigation
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navigation
climate control

close X

Six most frequently visited destinations.
Get to them from wherever you are.

audio sources
shortcuts
navigation
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audio
climate control

close X

Six favorite radio stations across the AM,
FM, SiriusXM® Satellite Radio4 and HD
Radio® bands.

audio sources
shortcuts
navigation
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climate
climate control

close X

Two favorite climate presets, per driver.
Even if they all feel like a day at the beach.

audio sources
shortcuts
navigation
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navigation
climate control

close X

Experience quick response from the available hard drive-based
navigation system, then view your route—at nearly eye level—
on a high-resolution VGA screen.

audio sources
shortcuts
navigation
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traffic
climate control

close X

Available AcuraLink Real-Time Traffic™
with Traffic Rerouting™57 plus color-coded
freeways and city streets helps you say
“I’ll be there in 20 minutes” and mean it.

audio sources
shortcuts
navigation

MDX shown with Technology Package
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destination database

close X

Don’t just search for an ATM—search
for your bank’s ATM. Literally millions of
destinations are a few simple commands
and easy menus away. If it’s worth visiting,
it’s in here.

climate control
audio sources
shortcuts
navigation

MDX shown with Technology Package
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right in your

comfort
zone

What’s your
driver profile?
Whether you’re six-three or five-one, the 10-way
power adjustable driver’s seat with four lumbar
settings will place you in the perfect position,
allowing optimum control and comfort. Dual user
memory settings let two drivers feel right at home.
Available heat, ventilation and indulgent perforated
leather can even make rush hour be r elaxing.

MDX INTERIOR
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driver 1

driver 2

right in your

comfort

Driver 1: Mary
Mary drives the MDX daily. After
only three short trips, she found
her fit and saved the setting. It’s
been all smiles since.

Height – 5'2"
Weight – N/A
Legroom – Minimum
Seatback – 80˚
Lumbar – Medium soft
Temperature – 72˚

zone

MDX INTERIOR
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driver 1

driver 2

right in your

comfort

Driver 2: Michael
An old lacrosse injury requires
Michael to maximize lumbar
support when Mary lets him drive
the MDX on weekends.

Height – 6'1"
Weight – 180
Legroom – Medium
Seatback – 72˚
Lumbar – Firm
Temperature – 70˚

zone
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Rest your arm and your
smartphone. Rubber grips keep
devices from slipping away.

THE CAPACITY for MORE

Because everyone can use a little more personal space.
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Slide it back to reveal voluminous
storage, enhanced by a power
socket and USB7 port.

THE CAPACITY for MORE

Because everyone can use a little more personal space.
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Lift the lid to access a small
cargo tray—perfect for a phone,
notepad and pen.

THE CAPACITY for MORE

Because everyone can use a little more personal space.
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Raise the tray to uncover hidden
storage for a purse and small laptop.

THE CAPACITY for MORE

Because everyone can use a little more personal space.
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FIRST-CLASS

SECOND ROW

MDX INTERIOR
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There’s nothing second-rate about the second row.
Available heated seats, an abundance of legroom and
topflight entertainment options mean no one will
complain about riding back here.
MDX shown with Advance and Entertainment Packages
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SUNSHADES
Slide-and-hook sunshades on
both second-row windows mean
sunglasses are optional.

CLIMATE CONTROL
Second-row passengers make their
own decisions about hot and cold.
It’s a high-tech version of rolling
down the window.

LIMO MODE

There’s nothing second-rate about the second row. An
extended wheelbase provides an abundance of legroom.
Beautifully contoured with heating functionality available,
no one will complain about riding back here.

Should you find yourself ferrying the
star center on the varsity basketball
team, an easily accessible lever
allows the entire second row to
slide back two more inches.

MDX shown with Advance and
Entertainment Packages
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wide screen

split screen

IT’S SHOWTIME
Put up the sunshades and cue the music. The second row transforms
into a home theater in motion. Complete with wireless headphones
and compatible with most electronics—from smartphones and
video cameras to HDMI devices and the Xbox 360—this available
entertainment system removes “Are we there yet?” from the lexicon.

A 16.2" ultrawide display—part of
the Advance and Entertainment
Packages—puts feature films front
and center.

MDX shown with Advance and Entertainment Packages
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wide screen

Split screen

IT’S SHOWTIME
Put up the sunshades and cue the music. The second row transforms
into a home theater in motion. Complete with wireless headphones
and compatible with most electronics—from smartphones and
video cameras to HDMI devices and the Xbox 360—this available
entertainment system removes “Are we there yet?” from the lexicon.

Simply put, the two in the backseat
needn’t agree on what to watch.

MDX shown with Advance and Entertainment Packages
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access – ALL AREAS

one touch walk-in
Just touch one illuminated button, and the
second row slips forward, revealing
an entryway three times larger than that of
the prior generation MDX. It’s so easy
a four-year-old can do it.

THIRD-ROW SET-UP

CONTENTS

Looking at the MDX from the outside, it seems impossible—incredible, actually—that it
could host a third row. But it does. And it’s not only comfortable, it’s roomier and more
accessible than ever. Cargo volume has increased to 90.9 cubic feet47. There’s even
designated space for a one-gallon milk jug.

SHUTTLE SERVICE

client meeting

hockey practice

your sanctuary

Four kids, book bags, a guitar and plenty of space for everyone to get along.

MDX INTERIOR

access – ALL AREAS

one touch walk-in
THIRD-ROW SET-UP
One lever on each seatback lets you
easily lift the rear seats. Add four inches
of additional legroom by simply sliding the
second row forward. When it’s time to drop
the third row to make room for cargo, one
lever quickly collapses the head restraints.
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Looking at the MDX from the outside, it seems impossible—incredible, actually—that it
could host a third row. But it does. And it’s not only comfortable, it’s roomier and more
accessible than ever. Cargo volume has increased to 90.9 cubic feet47. There’s even
designated space for a one-gallon milk jug.

SHUTTLE SERVICE

client meeting

hockey practice

your sanctuary

Relax and prepare for the big presentation. Voice-dial the CFO and put her on speaker.
Now everyone can review the latest numbers.
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access – ALL AREAS

one touch walk-in
Just touch one illuminated button and
the second row slips forward revealing
an entryway three times larger than the
current MDX. It’s so easy a four-year-old
can do it.

THIRD-ROW SET-UP

CONTENTS

Looking at the MDX from the outside, it seems impossible—incredible, actually—that it
could host a third row. But it does. And it’s not only comfortable, it’s roomier and more
accessible than ever. Cargo volume has increased to 90.9 cubic feet47. There’s even
designated space for a one-gallon milk jug.

SHUTTLE SERVICE

client meeting

hockey practice

your sanctuary

Hockey players wear lots of protective gear, thankfully. Over 90 cubic feet47 of flat storage
provide ample space for equipment.

MDX INTERIOR

access – ALL AREAS

one touch walk-in
THIRD-ROW SET-UP
One lever on each seatback lets you
easily lift the rear seats. Add four inches
of additional legroom by simply sliding the
second row forward. When it’s time to drop
the third row to make room for cargo, one
lever quickly collapses the head restraints.
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Looking at the MDX from the outside, it seems impossible—incredible, actually—that it
could host a third row. But it does. And it’s not only comfortable, it’s roomier and more
accessible than ever. Cargo volume has increased to 90.9 cubic feet47. There’s even
designated space for a one-gallon milk jug.

SHUTTLE SERVICE

client meeting

hockey practice

your sanctuary

Sure it has plenty of room for your life. But it has even more room for your thoughts.
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access – ALL AREAS

one touch walk-in
THIRD-ROW SET-UP

CONTENTS

Looking at the MDX from the outside, it seems impossible—incredible, actually—that it
could host a third row. But it does. And it’s not only comfortable, it’s roomier and more
accessible than ever. Cargo volume has increased to 90.9 cubic feet47. There’s even
designated space for a one-gallon milk jug.

SHUTTLE SERVICE

client meeting

hockey practice

your sanctuary

Four kids, book bags, a guitar and plenty of space for everyone to get along.
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LIFE IS A JOURNEY

ENJOY

The 2016 MDX is, perhaps, the
most perfect road trip car ever
developed—whether you’re
spending a weekend at the coast
with friends or heading over the
river and through the woods to
grandmother’s house.

reveal hidden storage
MDX shown with Advance and Entertainment Packages
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close X

hidden storage
Acura engineers created a hidden
storage space behind the third row.
Not to say that whatever you hide
there needs to be valuable, as it
perfectly fits an umbrella and pair of
hiking boots.

MDX shown with Advance and Entertainment Packages
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Graystone

CONTENTS

eucalyptus

ebony

BEAUTY LIES WITHIN

360 spin
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LISTENING IS A GATEWAY TO

ALL THINGS GOOD

12

SPEAKER

ELS studio® AUDIO
GRAMMY® Award-winning recording
engineer Elliot Scheiner tuned the
available ELS Studio®32 Premium
audio systems. His goal: Make
music sound as good in the MDX as
it does in the studio. With up to 12
perfectly positioned speakers, we’d
say he succeeded. Audiophiles agree.
Completely.

See what
you’ll hear

MDX INTERIOR

CONTENTS
close X

MUSIC APPRECIATION

LISTENING IS A GATEWAY TO

ALL THINGS GOOD

The sound is gorgeous, the
possibilities endless. Go wireless
with Bluetooth®11 streaming audio,
launch Pandora®45 or Aha™ from your
smartphone. Plug in your iPod®8 or
tune SiriusXM® Satellite Radio4 to the
financial news. Use the available Song
by Voice®. Even go old school and pop
in a CD. Surrounded by sound, you’ll
never miss a beat—or a market blip.

CONNECTIVITY
For your non-Bluetooth11 devices,
the USB7 port is conveniently located
in the center console for easy
accessibility and safe storage.

MDX INTERIOR
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The Next Generation

YOU CAN

Your Computer

TAKE IT WITH YOU

You have your favorites. Music, maps, apps, stations,
destinations, followers and friends. They live on multiple
devices. AcuraLink® The Next Generation70 can bring them
all together—to keep you informed and connected.

Your Smart Phone

Your Acura

streams
navigation
connect
assist
concierge

MDX INTERIOR
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The Next Generation

YOU CAN

TAKE IT WITH YOU

Stressful day.
I need some cello, stat.

How do I reply to this email
while in traffic?

Thanks to AhaTM, over 40,000 media streams are
bundled into one easy-to-use app. Or choose
Pandora®45 and let the music help you unwind.
Enjoy commercial free music channels from more
than 150 channels on SiriusXM® Satallite Radio4.
The options are nearly endless.

Paired with Bluetooth®11 HandsFreeLink®,
your compatible Bluetooth smartphone is
readily accessible. AcuraLink reads
incoming emails and texts, and your
eyes never leave the road. Respond
to the urgent messages using your
choice of simple voice commands44.

close X

streams
navigation
connect
assist
concierge
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The Next Generation

YOU CAN

Your Computer

TAKE IT WITH YOU

Can my home computer and
MDX communicate?
Seamlessly. Find a destination on your
PC, tablet or smartphone and easily send
it to the available navigation system as a
ready-to-drive route.

I need to get around road
construction, but I’m not familiar
with this part of town.
With available continuously
updated traffic status and maps,
for both freeways and surface
streets,57 making your way around
congestion with turn-by-turn
directions is a snap72.

close X

Your Acura

streams
navigation
connect
assist
concierge
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The Next Generation

YOU CAN

TAKE IT WITH YOU

Is it time for a service?

I think I left my doors unlocked.

AcuraLink® The Next Generation
syncs with the onboard
Maintenance Minder™ system
and alerts you for routine service
or maintenance. You can also
schedule a service right
from the app.

Access your vehicle, see how much gas
you have left and lock the doors from
practically any device with Web access.

close X

streams
navigation
connect
assist
concierge
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The Next Generation

YOU CAN

TAKE IT WITH YOU

I was just caught in the middle of
a chain reaction collision.
Your MDX can alert a live agent, who will attempt to
contact you through the vehicle's cellular transceiver.
(Subscription and cellular connect required.)

What if my MDX is stolen?
AcuraLink agents can use GPS and telemetry
technology to direct authorities to your car.
(Cellular connection required)

close X

streams
navigation
connect
assist
concierge
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The Next Generation

YOU CAN

TAKE IT WITH YOU

I want to get a meal before my flight.
What good restaurants are close by?

				

AcuraLink® Concierge representatives75
can find you a great restaurant, make a
reservation and send an email invitation
to a friend. When you miss your flight
because it was such a great dinner, 		
agents can book you on the red-eye.

I need to get to the airport from
the opposite side of town.
AcuraLink agents are
only one button away.
They can send directions
to your navigation system
and a boarding pass to
your smartphone.

close X

streams
navigation
connect
assist
concierge
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refinement on the road

and off the grid

MDX SH-AWD shown with Advance and Entertainment Packages,
Accessory Rear Sport Bumper Trim and Advance Running Boards

MDX PERFORMANCE

SUBTLETIES

CAN SPEAK LOUDLY

MDX SH-AWD shown with Advance and Entertainment Packages

CONTENTS

Discretely utilitarian, the MDX carries features and
advantages that make every day less complicated.

MDX PERFORMANCE
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SUBTLETIES

CAN SPEAK LOUDLY

Discretely utilitarian, the new MDX carries features and
advantages that make every day less complicated.

side mirrors
Heated and auto-dimming
side mirrors on the Advance
Package remove condensation
beside you and bright lights
behind you.

parking sensors
Front and rear sensors available with the Advance
Package alert you when you’re closing in on an obstacle.
Parallel parking is always easier with a copilot.
MDX SH-AWD shown with Advance and Entertainment Packages

LOW AND SLENDER
The platform and chassis give it a low, sleek profile.
Nice to drive and nice to look at. And while smaller
on the outside than the previous generation MDX,
it’s noticeably larger on the inside..
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EYES THAT CAN LIGHT UP

THE WORLD
The Jewel Eye™ LED headlights are stunning—carving
out their own space in the MDX profile. Brighter,
whiter and longer-lasting than traditional halogen or
High-Intensity Discharge (HID) headlights, they cast a
long, wide, precisely focused beam far into the future.
Around the MDX, a chorus of LED lights illuminates the
rest of the story.

+
+
+
+
+
+

TAILLIGHTS
CENTER BRAKE LIGHT
SIDE MIRROR TURN SIGNALS
LICENSE PLATE
LED PUDDLE LIGHTS*
ACCESSORY FOG LIGHTS
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EYES THAT CAN LIGHT UP

THE WORLD
The Jewel Eye™ LED headlights are stunning—carving
out their own space in the MDX profile. Brighter,
whiter and longer-lasting than traditional halogen or
High-Intensity Discharge (HID) headlights, they cast a
long, wide, precisely focused beam far into the future.
Around the MDX, a chorus of LED lights illuminates the
rest of the story.

+
+
+
+
+

taillights
CENTER BRAKE LIGHT
SIDE MIRROR TURN SIGNALS
LICENSE PLATE
LED PUDDLE LIGHTS*
ACCESSORY FOG LIGHTS
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EYES THAT CAN LIGHT UP

THE WORLD
The Jewel Eye™ LED headlights are stunning—carving
out their own space in the MDX profile. Brighter,
whiter and longer-lasting than traditional halogen or
High-Intensity Discharge (HID) headlights, they cast a
long, wide, precisely focused beam far into the future.
Around the MDX, a chorus of LED lights illuminates the
rest of the story.

+
+
+
+
+

taillights
center brake light
SIDE MIRROR TURN SIGNALS
LICENSE PLATE
LED PUDDLE LIGHTS*
ACCESSORY FOG LIGHTS
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EYES THAT CAN LIGHT UP

THE WORLD
The Jewel Eye™ LED headlights are stunning—carving
out their own space in the MDX profile. Brighter,
whiter and longer-lasting than traditional halogen or
High-Intensity Discharge (HID) headlights, they cast a
long, wide, precisely focused beam far into the future.
Around the MDX, a chorus of LED lights illuminates the
rest of the story.
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+

taillights
center brake light
SIDE MIRROR TURN SIGNALS
LICENSE PLATE
LED PUDDLE LIGHTS*
ACCESSORY FOG LIGHTS
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EYES THAT CAN LIGHT UP

THE WORLD
The Jewel Eye™ LED headlights are stunning—carving
out their own space in the MDX profile. Brighter,
whiter and longer-lasting than traditional halogen or
High-Intensity Discharge (HID) headlights, they cast a
long, wide, precisely focused beam far into the future.
Around the MDX, a chorus of LED lights illuminates the
rest of the story.

+
+
+
+
+

taillights
center brake light
SIDE MIRROR TURN SIGNALS
license plate
LED PUDDLE LIGHTS*
ACCESSORY FOG LIGHTS
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EYES THAT CAN LIGHT UP

THE WORLD
The Jewel Eye™ LED headlights are stunning—carving
out their own space in the MDX profile. Brighter,
whiter and longer-lasting than traditional halogen or
High-Intensity Discharge (HID) headlights, they cast a
long, wide, precisely focused beam far into the future.
Around the MDX, a chorus of LED lights illuminates the
rest of the story.

+
+
+
+
+

taillights
center brake light
SIDE MIRROR TURN SIGNALS
license plate
LED puddle lights*
ACCESSORY FOG LIGHTS

* Included with Technology Package
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EYES THAT CAN LIGHT UP

THE WORLD
The Jewel Eye™ LED headlights are stunning—carving
out their own space in the MDX profile. Brighter,
whiter and longer-lasting than traditional halogen or
High-Intensity Discharge (HID) headlights, they cast a
long, wide, precisely focused beam far into the future.
Around the MDX, a chorus of LED lights illuminates the
rest of the story.

+
+
+
+
+
-

taillights
center brake light
SIDE MIRROR TURN SIGNALS
license plate
LED PUDDLE LIGHTS*
accessory fog lights
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PERSISTANCE

SHAPES OUTCOMES
Next door to MDX development headquarters in Raymond,
OH, is our new state-of-the-art wind tunnel. Hundreds of tests
allowed Acura engineers to exquisitely manage airflow over,
under and through the MDX. Aero-sculpted contours, exceptional
fuel efficiency and a much quieter ride are the result.

OVER AND AROUND

UNDER AND OUT

THROUGH THE ENGINE
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close X

In addition to informing the uncluttered body shape and
arcing rear roofline, the extensive wind tunnel testing
helped decrease frontal area by 2% and increase
aerodynamic efficiency by 16% compared to the prior
generation. That’s best in class. Even the side mirrors were
tweaked to maximize efficiency.
OVER AND AROUND
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fuel efficiency and a much quieter ride are the result.
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Air passing under a car is just as important as air flowing
over the car. Ask any racing aerodynamicist. To ensure air
is not trapped underneath creating turbulence, the MDX
has a system of channels that allows air to pass smoothly
under the vehicle and out the back.
OVER AND AROUND
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fuel efficiency and a much quieter ride are the result.
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Air entering through the front grille is managed so it
matches the speed of air passing under the vehicle. Ducts
redirect airflow through the radiator, over the engine
and down, where it joins the air flow under the car—
maximizing cooling while minimizing turbulence.
OVER AND AROUND

UNDER AND OUT

SHAPES OUTCOMES
Next door to MDX development headquarters in Raymond,
OH, is our new state-of-the-art wind tunnel. Hundreds of tests
allowed Acura engineers to exquisitely manage airflow over,
under and through the MDX. Aero-sculpted contours, exceptional
fuel efficiency and a much quieter ride are the result.
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some decisions aren’t so black AND white
rear view

front view

White diamond
Pearl

360º spin

Lunar silver
metallic

Graphite luster
Metallic

forest mist
metallic

fathom blue
pearl

dark cherry
Pearl

Crystal Black
Pearl
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always

in its element

MDX PERFORMANCE
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Quiet ride

IN DEFENSE OF

PRECISION handling

playing QUIETLY

To lessen road, wind and mechanical noise, every
affecting component has been analyzed. More than
simply nullifying sound, the MDX creates an acoustic
balance that hushes a clamorous world.

HOW IT WORKS

MDX PERFORMANCE
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Quiet ride

PRECISION handling

IN DEFENSE OF

playing QUIETLY

close X

acoustic materials

triple door seals

FREQUENCY CANCELLATION acoustic glass

Noise-dampening materials are
found not only in the roof and body
panels, but also in the wheel wells,
cargo floor and inner fenders.

Three levels of defense—starting
with seals between the door and
fender and ending with seals
between the door and interior—
keep wind at bay.

The wheels, for example, were
stiffened to create a higher
frequency than the tires. The same
principle was applied to the body
panels and subframe.

The MDX windshield and front side
windows are made of acoustic
glass—a sound-canceling laminate
sandwiched between two other
pieces of glass.

MDX PERFORMANCE
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quiet ride

EXHILARATION

PRECISION handling

NEEDN’T BE RESERVED FOR SPORTS CARS

HOW IT WORKS

Compared to the prior generation, a new
chassis and redesigned rear suspension
make one of the world’s best-handling luxury
SUVs perform even better. Balanced, poised
(and incredibly fun to drive), the MDX feels
solidly planted in every driving environment.

MDX PERFORMANCE
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quiet ride

PRECISION handling

EXHILARATION

NEEDN’T BE RESERVED FOR SPORTS CARS

close X

suspension

dampers

CHASSIS

nürburgring

The mounting rigidity of the
suspension and rear suspension
geometry inspire confidence in
every driver, helping maintain
vehicle composure even during
hard cornering.

The Amplitude Reactive Damper
serves a dual purpose: A soft
spring smoothes out small
pavement irregularities like raised
lane markers, while a firmer spring
minimizes body movement.

Everything about refined
performance starts with the stiff,
lighter chassis. It increases ride
comfort, reduces road noise and
improves steering precision.

Trips to Germany’s storied,
challenging Nürburgring racetrack
pushed MDX to the limit—and
shaved eight seconds off the
previous MDX lap record.
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THE BALANCE OF POWER

Fuel eFFICIENCY
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An automobile’s internal combustion engine is a work of art.
It captures an explosion and then uses the power for good.
In the case of the MDX, it is particularly good, as in classleading-mpg-rating good38.
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THE BALANCE OF POWER

An automobile’s internal combustion engine is a work of art.
It captures an explosion and then uses the power for good.
In the case of the MDX, it is particularly good, as in classleading-mpg-rating good38.
ENGINE

Fuel eFFICIENCY

3.5L i-VTEC® V-6

close X

The powerplant is a beautiful fusion
of strength and efficiency. 290
horsepower paired with a perfectly
executed 9-Speed Sequential SportShift
transmission, you’ll see why we chose
to offer the MDX with paddle shifters.

direct Gas injection
Consider it fuel injection perfected.
Direct Gas Injection sends fuel directly
into the cylinder via a multi-hole injector.
The process not only increases power,
but efficiency as well, allowing higher
compression and the combustion of
amore precise fuel/air mixture.

i-VTEC
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An automobile’s internal combustion engine is a work of art.
It captures an explosion and then uses the power for good.
In the case of the MDX, it is particularly good, as in classleading-mpg-rating good38.
ENGINE

Fuel eFFICIENCY

3.5L i-VTEC® V-6

close X

The powerplant is a beautiful fusion
of strength and efficiency. 290
horsepower paired with a perfectly
executed 9-Speed Sequential SportShift
transmission, you’ll see why we chose
to offer the MDX with paddle shifters.

direct Gas injection
i-VTEC
Above approximately 4,500 rpm,
Intelligent Variable Timing and Lift
Control (i-VTEC®) advances valve timing
to increase power. The air intake valves
open a little deeper and stay open a
little longer, providing more airflow.
Result? More horsepower, particularly
enjoyable using the paddle shifters.
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THE BALANCE OF POWER

An automobile’s internal combustion engine is a work of art.
It captures an explosion and then uses the power for good.
In the case of the MDX, it is particularly good, as in classleading-mpg-rating good38.
ENGINE

Fuel eFFICIENCY

close X

MPG
Fuel economy ratings38 have improved
by 22% over the impressive figures
given to the previous generation MDX.
How? Increased aerodynamic efficiency,
a 275-pound weight reduction, Variable
Cylinder ManagementTM (VCM®) and an
engine that reduces internal friction.

18 26 21
19 27 22

SH-AWD
MPG38 RATING

TWO-WHEEL
MPG38 RATING

VARIABLE CYLINDER
MANAGEMENT
On the freeway at 60 mph, the engine
easily propels the MDX using just
three cylinders. Accelerate to pass an
eighteen-wheeler, and Variable Cylinder
Management™ (VCM®) seamlessly fires
all six.

TWO-WHEEL DRIVE
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It captures an explosion and then uses the power for good.
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ENGINE

Fuel eFFICIENCY
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MPG
Fuel economy ratings38 have improved
by 22% over the impressive figures
given to the previous generation MDX.
How? Increased aerodynamic efficiency,
a 275-pound weight reduction, Variable
Cylinder ManagementTM (VCM®) and an
engine that reduces internal friction.

18 26 21
19 27 22

SH-AWD
MPG38 RATING

TWO-WHEEL
MPG38 RATING

VARIABLE CYLINDER
MANAGEMENT
TWO-WHEEL DRIVE
Available Super Handling All-Wheel
DriveTM (SH-AWD®) delivers precise
handling and instills great confidence
when navigating through rain and
snow. But what if you live in the Sun
Belt, where inclement weather is less
common? This is the first MDX to
be offered with two-wheel drive—a
platform that increases fuel efficiency
and decreases starting price.
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AS WITH MOST GREAT PRODUCTIONS,
THE IMPORTANT WORK OFTEN
HAPPENS BEHIND THE SCENES

It does much, so you can do less. Advanced engineering
on the MDX helps make you a better driver. And most of
the time, you won’t even know it’s happening.

SUPER HANDLING
ALL-WHEEL DRIVE
Available Super Handling All-Wheel Drive™
(SH-AWD®) is designed to enhance high
performance dry-road handling while
providing the same all-weather advantages
of conventional all-wheel drive.

AGILE HANDlING ASSIST
INTEGRATED DYNAMIC SYSTEM
MDX shown with Technology Package and Accessory Roof Rails
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THE IMPORTANT WORK OFTEN
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It does much, so you can do less. Advanced engineering
on the MDX helps make you a better driver. And most of
the time, you won’t even know it’s happening.

SUPER HANDLING
ALL-WHEEL DRIVE
AGILE HANDLING ASSIST
Agile Handling Assist utilizes active braking—
usually on the inside wheels—to minimize
steering input and help you keep your
preferred line through a turn. Working in
conjunction with Vehicle Stability Assist
(VSA),12 it enhances everyday driving or
spirited jaunts through the mountains.

INTEGRATED DYNAMIC SYSTEM

MDX shown with Technology Package and Accessory Roof Rails
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AS WITH MOST GREAT PRODUCTIONS,
THE IMPORTANT WORK OFTEN
HAPPENS BEHIND THE SCENES

It does much, so you can do less. Advanced engineering
on the MDX helps make you a better driver. And most of
the time, you won’t even know it’s happening.

SUPER HANDLING
ALL-WHEEL DRIVE
AGILE HANDLING ASSIST
INTEGRATED DYNAMIC SYSTEM
Whether to fit your driving style or simply your
mood, three driving modes are available at
the push of a button—Comfort, Normal and
Sport. All three modes alter steering feel, but
Normal and Sport modes also adjust throttle
response, engine sound and, if equipped,
SH-AWD ® performance. The key fob
remembers your preference and reveals it on
the Multi-Information Display.
MDX shown with Technology Package and Accessory Roof Rails
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AN ENLIGHTENED PERSON KNOWS

TEAMWORK

is INDISPENSABLE

The MDX inspires confidence by reassuring the driver,
“You’re not in this alone.” State-of-the-art technology,
including multiple cameras and available radar systems,
helps track events unfolding around you. When
something out of the ordinary occurs, the MDX can warn
you and even take corrective action.

Lane keeping assist SYSTEM
MDX SH-AWD shown with Advance and Entertainment Packages
and Accessory Rear Sport Bumper Trim

Momentarily distracted, you begin to drift out of your
lane. It happens to every driver occasionally. The available
Lane Keeping Assist System (LKAS)59 can help steer you
back into your detected lane.
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MDX shown with Advance Package

An enlightened driver welcomes

the assistance

BLIND SPOT INFORMATION SYSTEM
With the Technology Package and Advance Package, radar
units on both rear quarter panels monitor blind spot areas.
They activate a warning light near the side mirror when
a vehicle is detected. If the turn signal is engaged with a
vehicle detected in the blind spot, the light flashes and an
audible warning sounds.

MDX PERFORMANCE
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Collision Mitigation Braking System
Using radar technology, the Collision Mitigation
Braking SystemTM (CMBSTM) —available on Acura
Watch Plus and Advance packages—can help you
brake when a collision is deemed imminent. As the
system begins to slow the car down, it also tightens
the seatbelts. Call it a state-of-the-art safe embrace.
MDX shown with Advance Package

An enlightened driver welcomes

the assistance

BLIND SPOT INFORMATION SYSTEM
With the Technology Package and Advance Package, radar
units on both rear quarter panels monitor blind spot areas.
They activate a warning light near the side mirror when
a vehicle is detected. If the turn signal is engaged with a
vehicle detected in the blind spot, the light flashes and an
audible warning sounds.
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Forward collision warning
Available Forward Collision Warning system (FCW)55
monitors the relative speed of cars detected ahead.
When a warning beep sounds and an amber
“BRAKE” image projects on the windshield and
MID, the system has detected a slower moving—
or stopped—vehicle ahead. Only Acura makes a
backseat driver a welcome companion.

MDX shown with Advance Package

An enlightened driver welcomes

the assistance

BLIND SPOT INFORMATION SYSTEM
With the Technology Package and Advance Package, radar
units on both rear quarter panels monitor blind spot areas.
They activate a warning light near the side mirror when
a vehicle is detected. If the turn signal is engaged with a
vehicle detected in the blind spot, the light flashes and an
audible warning sounds.
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ADAPTiVE CRUisE CONTROL
with low speed follow
Utilizing a sophisticated radar unit, the available
Adaptive Cruise Control with Low Speed Follow58
creates a virtual buffer zone in front of the car. Set the
speed, then set the distance you wish to follow the
car detected ahead. Even in light traffic, the MDX can
maintain that interval—up to and including a full stop.

MDX shown with Advance Package

An enlightened driver welcomes

the assistance

BLIND SPOT INFORMATION SYSTEM
With the Technology Package and Advance Package, radar
units on both rear quarter panels monitor blind spot areas.
They activate a warning light near the side mirror when
a vehicle is detected. If the turn signal is engaged with a
vehicle detected in the blind spot, the light flashes and an
audible warning sounds.
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Lane DEPARTURE WARNING
A camera50 follows lane markings (including Botts’
Dots) at speeds above 45 mph. Once the lane is
detected, available Lane Departure Warning (LDW)56
issues an audio and visual alert if you move out
of that lane without engaging the turn signal. The
system can be disengaged with the push of a button.
MDX shown with Advance Package

An enlightened driver welcomes

the assistance

BLIND SPOT INFORMATION SYSTEM
With the Technology Package and Advance Package, radar
units on both rear quarter panels monitor blind spot areas.
They activate a warning light near the side mirror when
a vehicle is detected. If the turn signal is engaged with a
vehicle detected in the blind spot, the light flashes and an
audible warning sounds.

MDX SAFETY

CONFIDENCE

CAN BE ENGINEERED

Nearly 40% of MDX owners are driving their second
(or third) MDX. Perhaps it’s not the sculpted looks,
inspired performance or intuitive technology that
keeps them coming back, but rather the simple
assurance that MDX does everything in its power to
help keep driver and passengers safe.
MDX shown with Advance and Entertainment Packages,
Accessory Crossbars and Ski Attachment
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restraint SYSTEMs

Braking SYSTEMs

ACE Body structure

active systems
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restraint SYSTEMs

Braking SYSTEMs

ACE Body structure

active systems

seat belts
The seven seat belts are three-point and adjustable.
All but the driver’s can be locked.

Airbag SYSTEM

close X
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restraint SYSTEMs

Braking SYSTEMs

ACE Body structure

active systems

seat belts
Airbag SYSTEM
The seven-airbag system has a driver’s knee airbag. It
helps keep the driver’s body in the proper position to
receive maximum benefit from the front airbag.

close X
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restraint SYSTEMs

braking SYSTEMs

ACE Body structure

active systems

ANTI-LOCK BRAKES
When wheels lock up under extreme braking, steering
input becomes ineffectual. The anti-lock braking
system (ABS) ensures maximum stopping power
while helping prevent wheels from locking up.

Electronic Brake Distribution
Brake Assist
close X
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braking SYSTEMs

ACE Body structure

active systems

ANTI-LOCK BRAKES
Electronic Brake Distribution
At every driving moment, certain tires have more
traction than others. Electronic Brake Distribution
collaborates with ABS to brake harder on the wheels
with more grip.

Brake Assist
close X
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braking SYSTEMs

ACE Body structure

active systems

ANTI-LOCK BRAKES
Electronic Brake Distribution
Brake Assist
The Brake Assist system helps ensure full stopping
power. In an emergency situation, when the pedal is
applied very firmly, the system lends a helping foot
and maximizes brake pressure.
close X
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Next Generation ACETM
The MDX is equipped with Acura’s next-generation Advanced
Compatibility Engineering™ (ACE™) body structure. It uses
interconnected front frame members to not only help reduce
crash energy transferred to the passenger cabin in a frontal
collision, but also to help more evenly disperse forces
transferred to the other vehicle.

Reinforced cabin
rollover protection

close X
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Next Generation ACE
Reinforced cabin
To help protect passengers in a side impact, impact
beams within the doors channel energy to the central
pillar. The base of the central pillar is reinforced with
high-tensile, hot-stamped steel to help direct energy
through beams in the roof and floorpan, bypassing the
cabin as much as possible.

rollover protection

close X
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Next Generation ACETM
Reinforced cabin
rollover protection
Acura set out to improve rollover protection—with the added
benefit of receiving the highest rating on the Insurance Institute
for Highway Safety’s (IIHS) roof strength test. Using lighter and
stronger hot-stamped steel, Acura reinforced the front side and
rear roof pillars without adding significant weight to the top.
close X
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Tire Pressure Monitoring System
The Tire Pressure Monitiring System (TPMS) worries
about your tires even if you haven’t. Pressure sensors
mounted in each wheel send readings to a central
electronic control unit that evaluates whether the
pressure is within an acceptable range. If it’s more
than 25% below the recommended level, the MDX
alerts you on the Multi-Information Display.

Vehicle Stability Assist
MDX shown with Advance and Entertainment Packages,
Accessory Crossbars and Ski Attachment

close X
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Tire Pressure Monitoring System
Vehicle Stability Assist
Oversteer means the vehicle steers more than your
steering input. The reverse is true of understeer.
Vehicle Stability AssistTM (VSA®)12 monitors multiple
factors to determine if either occurs during a turn.
When detected, VSA® engages other systems like
SH-AWD or ABS, redirecting power or braking
(or both) to individual wheels to correct the condition.
close X
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A JOURNEY’S END IS OFTEN

JUST A NEW BEGINNING

MDX ACCESSORIES

FOR WHAT YOUR LIFE demands

Accessories
When it comes to personalizing, choose Acura Genuine
Accessories. They are crafted to the same strict levels
of quality as the rest of your MDX. To review a complete
list of accessories, simply [click here] or visit your local
Acura dealer.
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interior

EXterior
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FOR WHAT YOUR LIFE demands

interior

remote engine
start system iii

remote engine start system iii
Before going outside in the cold or heat, start your car from up to 328
feet away.

close X

EXterior
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FOR WHAT YOUR LIFE demands

interior

steering wheelwoodgrain-look

steering wheel-WOODGRAIN-LOOK
Completes the luxurious interior of the MDX.

close X

EXterior
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FOR WHAT YOUR LIFE demands

interior

heated Leather
steering wheel

heated Leather steering wheel
Integrates with Remote Engine Start System III for automatic heating.

close X

EXterior
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FOR WHAT YOUR LIFE demands

interior

illuminated
door sill trim

close X

ILLUMINATED DOOR SILL TRIM
Enhances the interior’s ambience and helps protect the lower door
sill from scuff marks.

EXterior
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FOR WHAT YOUR LIFE demands

interior

SECOND-row
seat covers

2nd-row seat covers
Helps protect your seats from unexpected messes.

close X

EXterior
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interior

close X

cargo cover
Helps provide security by keeping your valuables out of sight.
Other cargo products are available. Ask your Acura dealer for details.

cargo cover

EXterior
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FOR WHAT YOUR LIFE demands

all-weather floor mats
Designed to help protect against wear and tear and to trap and hold
dirt, sand, mud and water.
Other floor mat products are available. Ask your Acura dealer for details.

interior

close X

ALL-WEATHER
floor mats

EXterior
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interior

EXterior

LED fog lights

close X

led fog lights
Invaluable when navigating through poor weather conditions,
including dense fog, rain and snow.
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interior

EXterior

RUNNING
BOARDS

close X

Running boards
Provide the added convenience of easier, more sure-footed entry
and exit.
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interior

EXterior

rear bumper
appliquÉ

close X

rear bumper appliquÉ
Extra protection when loading and unloading the trunk.
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interior

EXterior

19”chrome-look
alloy wheels

close X

19" chrome-look alloy wheels
Accent the sporty look and feel of the MDX.
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interior

EXterior

trailer hitch

close X

trailer hitch
Put the MDX to work.

MDX ACCESSORIES
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roof rails

close X

roof rails
Mounted permanently to the roof for style and versatility.
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crossbars
(W/ROOF RAILS)

close X

crossbars (w/roof rails)
Carry bicycles, skis, cargo and more.
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BICYCLE ROOF
MOUNT
attachment

close X

BICYCLE roof mount Attachment
Transport your bike without disassembling it.

2016 MDX SPECIFICATIONS

specifications

engine

features

packages / warranties

exterior Features

AcuraWatch Plus
(Adding to or replacing standard features)1					
		 				

Engine Type

Direct injection V-6

Power moonroof

Displacement

3.5 liters

Remote-linked power-operated tailgate

Collision Mitigation Braking System™ (CMBS™)

Valvetrain

24-valve, SOHC i-VTEC®

Jewel Eye LED headlights

Lane Keeping Assist System (LKAS)59

Horsepower @ rpm
(SAE net)

290 @ 6200

LED-illuminated taillights, side mirror-integrated directional
signals, rear license and Center High Mount Stop Light

Road Departure Mitigation

Torque (lb-ft @ rpm)
(SAE net)

267 @ 4700

Compression Ratio

11.5:1

Throttle Control

Drive-by-Wire throttle system

CARB Emissions Rating

ULEV-2

Tune-up Interval3

No scheduled tune-ups required
for 100,000 +/- miles

®

Acoustic windshield and front side glass
Rear privacy glass
™

Type

Front-wheel drive with available 		
Super Handling All-Wheel Drive™
(SH-AWD®)

Transmission

9-speed automatic transmission
with Sequential SportShift paddle
shifters and Grade Logic Control

Maximum Torque
Distribution Range
(front: rear)

90:10 to 30:70

Maximum Distribution of
100:0 to 0:100
Available Rear Wheel Torque
(left: right)
Gear Ratios (:1)
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th

technology package
interior Features

Towing Capacity

2-driver memory system for driver’s seat, side mirror and
steering-column positions plus audio and climate settings

Cross Traffic Monitor

Front passenger’s 8-way power seat
Heated front seats
3rd-row access one-touch smart slide walk-in
Sliding 2nd-row seats with adjustable seatback angle

Multi-function front center console with sliding tray

Song By Voice®

Hidden cargo storage with smart lid

Bluetooth®11 streaming audio

Leather-wrapped steering wheel and shift knob

Lane Keeping Assist System (LKAS)57

Frameless rearview mirror

Suspension

4-wheel independent 		
MacPherson strut front / 		
multi-link rear

Front Stabilizer Bar

24.0 mm: Front-wheel 		
drive					 On Demand Multi-Use Display™ (ODMD™)
25.0: SH-AWD
Acura Premium Audio System with 8 speakers
25.4 mm: Front-wheel drive
CD, MP3 and WMA6 compatible disc player
26.5mm: SH-AWD
MP3/auxiliary input jack
Electric Power-Assisted 		
USB7 Audio Interface with iPod®8 integration
Rack-and-Pinion Steering
(EPS)
Aha™ compatibility
38.7 ft
Pandora®45 compatibility
12.6" ventilated
SiriusXM® Satellite Radio4
13.0" solid
Bluetooth®11 streaming audio
4-wheel disc brakes with
Bluetooth® HandsFreeLink® wireless telephone interface
Anti-lock Braking System
Siri Eyes Free®
(ABS), Electronic Brake
Distribution (EBD) and
SMS, MMS text message and email capability44
brake assist
Speed-sensitive Volume Compensation (SVC)
18" x 8" aluminum-alloy
8-inch color display
19" x 8" aluminum-alloy:
Tech. & Adv. Pkgs.
Multi-Information Display (MID)

Rear Disc Brakes
Braking System

Wheels

Tires

Forward Collision Warning (FCW) system55
Lane Departure Warning (LDW) system56
Rain-sensing windshield wipers
LED Puddle Lights
19-inch aluminum-alloy wheels with 245/55 R19 103H highperformance all-season tires
Rear-Door Smart Entry

Electronic tilt and telescoping steering column

Active Sound Control

Front Disc Brakes

GPS-linked10 climate control

HD Radio®

12-volt power outlets (center console, front armrest and cargo
area)

Turning Diameter, Curb to Curb

Color Multi-Information Display (MID) with turn-by-turn
guidance

50/50 split folding 3rd-row seat

Ambient cabin lighting

Steering

AcuraLink® The Next Generation70

60/40 split folding 2nd-row seat

3500 lbs. 350-lb tongue weight*

Rear Stabilizer Bar

Blind spot information (BSI) system

Acura/ELS Studio®32 Premium Audio System with 10
speakers

recognition)

chassis

AcuraLink Real-Time Traffic™ with exclusive street and
freeway conditions57
Traffic Rerouting™57

3.83
4.33

* Towing capacity can be increased
to 5000 lbs on MDX SH-AWD with
dealer-installed accessory

Acura Navigation System10 with 3D view

Driver’s 10-way power seat with power lumbar support
with easy entry

Keyless Access System with smart entry, pushbutton ignition
4.71
and Acura personalized settings
2.84
1.91
Tri-zone automatic climate control with humidity control and
1.38
air filtration
1.00
Electronic Gear Selector
0.81					
0.70					 Power windows with auto-up/down and auto-reverse
0.58					 Steering wheel-mounted controls (cruise control, audio,
0.48
phone, Multi-Information Display and available voice

Reverse
Final Drive

Forward Collision Warning, Lane Departure Warning56

Intermittent rear-window wiper

Sport Seats with Leather-Trimmed Interior

drivetrain

Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)53

MEDIA & CONNECTIVITY

Entertainment package
(Adding to or replacing standard features)					
		 				

Acura DVD Rear Entertainment System with 9-inch
full VGA screen

16.2-inch ultra-wide full VGA screen and HDMI compatibility
(when combined with Advance Package)
11th speaker added to Acura/ELS®32 Premium Audio System
(12 speaker added when combined with Advance Package)
Heated 2nd-row seats (outboard positions)
2nd-row side sunshades (manual)
Front center console 110-volt power outlet

ADVANCE package
(Adding to or replacing standard features)

Technology Package and AcuraWatch Plus
Sport seats with perforated Milano premium leather-trimmed
interior
Heated and ventilated front seats
Heated 2nd-row seats (outboard positions)
Front passenger’s power-lumbar support
Remote engine start with vehicle feedback
Idle Stop
Parking sensors (front and rear)

245/60 R18 105H high-		
performance all-season

HomeLink®

Front Seat Belt e-Pretensioner System

245/55 R19 103H high-		
performance all-season: 		
Tech & Adv Pkgs.

Compass

19-inch 7-spoke alloy wheels

Maintenance Minder™ system

Roof rails
Auto dimming side mirrors
2nd-row side sunshades (manual)

Exterior dimensions
Wheelbase		

111.0 in (2820 mm)

Length		

193.6 in (4917 mm)

Width		

77.2 in (1962 mm)

Height		

67.6 in (1716 mm)

Front Track		

66.3 in (1684 mm)

Rear Track		

66.3 in (1684 mm)

Ground Clearance (unladen) 7.3 in (185 mm)
Angle (approach / departure / breakover) 14.9° / 19.4° / 15.2°
Maximum Seating Capacity

7

DRIVER CONVENIENCE
Hill start assist

warranties

Cruise control
Auto-on/off headlight operation with wiper integration
Heated side mirrors with reverse gear tilt-down

safety Features
Multi-view rear camera with dynamic guidelines
50

SmartVent™ front side airbags

Headroom

38.1 in (969 mm): Front
38.3 in (973 mm): 2nd Row
35.6 in (904 mm): 3rd Row

Legroom

41.4 in (1052 mm): Front
36.6 in (930 mm): 2nd Row
27.4 in (696 mm): 3rd Row

Hiproom

Shoulder room

EPA Passenger Volume
Max. Cargo Volume
(SAE)

59.0 in (1499 mm): Front
57.8 in (1469 mm): 2nd Row
40.6 in (1031 mm): 3rd Row
61.1 in (1565 mm): Front
59.1 in (1501 mm): 2nd Row
54.7 in (1390 mm): 3rd Row
132.3 cu ft

Side curtain airbags
Driver’s knee airbag
3-point height-adjustable front seat belts with load limiters
and automatic tensioning system
3-point rear seat belts
4-wheel anti-lock braking system (ABS)
Electronic Brake Distribution (EBD)
Brake Assist
Vehicle Stability Assist™ (VSA®)12 with traction control and
motion adaptive steering
Trailer Stability Assist (SH-AWD only)
LED Daytime Running Lights (DRL)
Tire Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS) with location and
pressure indicators

15.0 cu ft (15.8 cu ft): Behind
3rd row					 LATCH (Lower Anchors and Tethers for CHildren) child-seat
38.446 cu ft (43.447 cu ft): Behind 		
mounting system
2nd row					
Next-generation Advanced Compatibility Engineering™
68.446 cu ft (90.947 cu ft): Behind 1st row
(ACE™) body structure
46

47

Side-impact door beams
Theft-deterrent system with electronic immobilizer

fuel economy, capacities &
weights
EPA Fuel Economy
Ratings27 (city / highway

combined)

19 / 27 / 22:
20 / 27 / 23:
w/ Idle Stop
18 / 26 / 21:
19 / 26 / 22:

Front-wheel drive
Front-wheel drive

Recommended Fuel19

Premium unleaded 91 octane

Fuel Tank Capacity

19.5 U.S. gallons (73.8 liters)

SH-AWD			
SH-AWD w/ Idle Stop

Curb Weight

3960 lb (1796 kg): MDX
3964 lb (1798 kg): w/ AcuraWatch Plus
4001 lb (1815 kg): w/ Tech. Pkg.
4004 lb (1816 kg): w/ Tech. & AcuraWatch Pkgs.
4026 lb (1826 kg): w/ Tech. & Ent. Pkgs.		
4028 lb (1827 kg): w/ Tech, Ent. & AcuraWatch
Pkgs.							
4037 lb (1831 kg): w/ Advance Pkg.
4169 lb (1891 kg): w/ Adv. & Ent. Pkgs.
4195 lb (1903 kg): MDX SH-AWD
4200 lb (1905 kg): SH-AWD w/ AcuraWatch Plus
		4211 lb (1910 kg): SH-AWD w/ Tech. Pkg. 		
4213 lb (1911 kg): SH-AWD w/ Tech. & 			
AcuraWatch Pkgs. 					
4244 lb (1925 kg): SH-AWD w/ Tech. & Ent. Pkgs.
		4246 lb (1926 kg): SH-AWD w/ Tech, Ent 		
		
AcuraWatch Pkgs.					
4246 lb (1926 kg): SH-AWD w/ Advance Pkg.		
4268 lb (1936 kg): SH-AWD w/ Adv. & Ent. Pkgs.
Weight Distribution
(% front / rear)

60 / 40: Front-wheel drive
60 / 40: SH-AWD

Powertrain16 – 6-year/70,000-mile limited warranty		
Outer Body Rust-Through - 5-year/unlimited-mile limited warranty
Acura Genuine Accessories17 - 4-year/50,000-mile limited warranty

Dual-stage, multiple-threshold front airbags (SRS)

interior dimensions

Vehicle16 – 4-year/50,000-mile limited warranty

3.5-Liter V-6 Engine3 - No scheduled tune-ups required
for 100,000 miles
Acura Total Luxury Care® (TLC®) with Roadside
Assistance18 - 4-year/50,000-mile

MDX
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